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Abstract
We classify O algebras with three simple modules by quivers and relations, and then determine
their representation types. The exact Borel subalgebras, the Kazhdan{Lusztig{Vogan polynomials,
and the Ringel duals of these algebras are also studied. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
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0. Introduction
Bernstein et al. [2] have introduced one of the most important objects of study
in representation theory, the category O of modules over a semisimple complex Lie
algebra. They have proved that this category can be decomposed into a direct sum of
full subcategories, each of them being equivalent to the category of nite-dimensional
modules over a nite-dimensional algebra. These \blocks" of O turned out to have many
interesting properties, e.g. they are quasi-hereditary by Cline et al. [4] and Koszul by
Beilinson et al. [1]. More recently, in [7, 8] Dyer has introduced the concept of O
algebra, which is a basic quasi-hereditary Koszul algebra with an anti-involution, such
that its quadratic dual is also quasi-hereditary. All of these properties are shared by the
blocks of O, and it can be regarded as another attempt to cover the algebras associated
to the blocks of O.
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This paper grew out of a desire to understand O algebras in the framework of
the representation theory of algebras. We consider such algebras with three simples,
this is the rst non-trivial and basic case: any O algebra has such a subalgebra. In
Section 2 we classify the algebras satisfying Dyer’s conditions with three simples
in terms of quivers and relations (denoted by O(l; m; n)). Representation types for
O(l; m; n) are determined in Section 3. It is proved in Section 4 that O(l; m; n) are closed
under quadratic duals;and that they are exactly all O algebras with three simples. In
Section 5 we use an exact Borel subalgebra (in the sense of Konig [10]) to compute
their Kazhdan{Lusztig{Vogan polynomials. Finally, we discuss the Ringel duals of
O(l; m; n).
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Throughout the paper, A denotes a basic nite-dimensional associative algebra
over an algebraically closed eld k. By a theorem of Gabriel such an algebra is given
by quiver and relations.
Let A-mod denote the category of nite-dimensional left modules over A, and  a
complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of A, which is assumed to be a poset
and is called weight poset of A. If i2, denote by L(i) the corresponding simple
module; by P(i) and I(i) its projective cover and injective hull, respectively, then the
standard A-module (i) (the costandard A-modules r(i), resp.) is dened to be the
maximal factor module of P(i) with composition factors L(j) for j i (the maximal
submodule of I(i) with composition factors L(j) for j i, resp.). The pair (A;) is said
to be quasi-hereditary provided that rst, L(i) occurs with multiplicity one in (i), and
second, all projective A-modules are in F(f(i); 8i2g), where F(f(i); 8i2g)
denotes the full subcategory of A-mod of modules having a ltration with all factors
in f(i); 8i2g (see [5]).
Assume that (A;) is quasi-hereditary, then there exists a unique basic (generalized)
tilting module T such that addT =F(f(i); 8i2g)\F(fr(i); 8i2g), where
addT is the full subcategory of A-mod of direct sums of direct summands of T .
T is then called the characteristic module of (A;); form the endomorphism algebra
B=EndA T , then B is quasi-hereditary with weight poset op; and B is called the
Ringel dual of A; note that the Ringel dual of B is exactly A (see [12]).
1.2. Let A= k=I with a nite quiver  and an admissible ideal I . We identify the set
of vertices of  with the weight poset . Let A1 be the k-space spanned by arrows of
, A the subalgebra of A generated by the union [A1 , where A+1 =
P
y>x yA1x,
and A−1 =
P
y<x yA1x. In [8] the following conditions have been proposed:
(D1) A=A−A+.
(D2) dimk A
P
i2 (dimk (i))
2:
(D3) There is an involutory algebra anti-automorphism ! of A such that !(i)= i for
i2 and ! sends arrows in  to arrows.
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Observe that if A satises the three conditions above, then (A;) is quasi-hereditary
with (i)=Ai=AA+1 i for i2, and dimk A=
P
i2 (dimk (i))
2.
1.3. Let A= k=I . If I is generated by relations which are k-linear combinations of
paths of length 2, then A is said to be quadratic. For a quadratic algebra A one can
form the quadratic dual A! of A with weight poset op (see [1]).
1.4. Let A=
L
n0 An be a graded algebra with respect to length of paths. A graded A-
module M is dened to be a A-module M with a k-space decomposition M =
L
i2ZMi
such that AiMj Mi+j for all i; j. Let gr A denote the category of graded A-modules.
The morphisms M!N in gr A are A-morphisms f :M!N with f(Mi)Ni. For a
left graded A-module M , the dual space M can be regarded as a right graded A-
module with (M)i=(M−i). If A has an anti-involution ! as graded algebra, then
one gets a right graded A-module M t with operation ma=!(a)m for m2M; a2A,
and a duality  on gr A by M =(M t), which xes simples. For i2Z, let i be the
shift functor on gr A: (iM)j =Mj−i.
Denition. Let A be a basic graded k-algebra with weight set . A is called a Koszul
algebra provided that Extngr A(L; 
mL)= 0 unless n=m; where L=
L
i2 L(i):
Note that a Koszul algebra must be quadratic (see [1]). In order to explain an
equivalent condition for a Koszul algebra, we need the following complex in [8]. Let
A be a quadratic graded algebra, N a right graded A-module, M a left graded A!-
module. The complex K(N;M) of graded k-spaces is dened as follows:
   !K(N;M)p @−!K(N;M)p+1!    ;
where K(N;M)pq =Np+q ⊗A0 Mp for p; q2Z ; and @(n ⊗ m)=
P
i nei ⊗ ei m, where
feig is a basis of A1 and fei g is a dual basis of A!1. We call K(A; (A!)) the Koszul
complex of A, it is a complex of graded projective left A-modules. Then A is a Koszul
algebra if and only if K(A; (A!)) is a resolution of L (we may identify L with A0,
the k-space spanned by ), see [1, 8].
1.5. Denition (Dyer [8]). A Koszul algebra A is called an O algebra with weight
poset  provided that both (A;) and (A!; op) satisfy the conditions (D1){(D3).
Observe that if A is an O algebra, so is A!. For a quadratic algebra A with conditions
(D1){(D3), A is an O algebra if and only if the complex K((i)t ; !(j)) of k-spaces
is acyclic for i 6= j in , where !(j) means the standard module of A!, t and  are
in the sense of 1.4, see [8, 2.15].
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2. Classication
2.1. We need a notation of Dlab{Ringel [5]: let A be a k-algebra, two weight posets
 and 0 of A are said to be equivalent provided that the sets of standard modules
f()=2g and f0()=20g coincide, and that the sets of costandard modules
fr()=2g and fr0()=20g coincide.
Denition. Let (A;) and (A0; 0) be quasi-hereditary. An algebric isomorphism  :A ’
A0 is called an equivalence provided () and 0 are equivalent as weight posets of A0,
where the partial order in () is induced by the one in . In this case, we say (A;)
is equivalent to (A0; 0), or briey, A is equivalent to A0.
Note that if (A;) is equivalent to (A0; 0), then  and 0 is not necessarily iso-
morphic as posets.
2.2. Lemma. Let (A;) be an algebra satisfying (D1){(D3), i and j incomparable
elements in . Then there is no arrow between i and j. If A is in addition connected;
then the Hasse diagram of  is connected.
Proof. Otherwise, let  be an arrow connecting i and j in the quiver of A, then 
is neither in A− nor in A+ and it cannot be written as a product of paths, hence the
assertion follows.
2.3. Proposition. Let (A;) be an algebra satisfying (D1){(D3). Then  can be
rened to be a totally ordered set 0; such that (A;) and (A;0) are equivalent.
Proof. Since  is nite,  can be rened to be a totally ordered set 0. By Lemma
2.2 we see that for both weight poset  and 0 we obtain the same A+1 and A
−
1 in
1.2, note that (i)=Ai=AA+1 i and r(i)=D(iA=iA−1 A) for each weight i, where D is
the dual Homk( ; k), so  and 0 are equivalent; and (A;0) also satises
(D1){(D3).
Let n denote the set f1; : : : ; ng.
2.4. Lemma. Let A be the k-algebra given by the following quiver with l(m2 + n2)+
mn 6=0: the set of vertices is fx; y; zg; there are l arrows from x to z and l arrows
from z to x; which are denoted by i and i for i2 l respectively; there are m arrows
from x to y and m arrows from y to x; which are denoted by i and i for i2m;
respectively; there are n arrows from y to z and n arrows from z to y; which are
denoted by i and i for i2 n; respectively. Relations are as follows:
ij for (i; j)2 n n; ij for (i; j)2 l l;
ij and ji for (i; j)2 lm;
ij−
P
s; t aijstst for (i; j)2mm; where aijst = ajits with all a0s2 k (if m=0; it
is understood as there are no such relations; if n=0; it reads ij);
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2v linearly independent k-combinations
P
i; j bijuij;
P
i; j bijuji for u2 v;where
all b0s2 k and 05 v5mn.
Then A is a connected quadratic algebra satisfying (D1){(D3) with weight poset
= fx<y<zg.
Proof. Since l(m2+n2)+mn 6=0 and the relations given, A is obviously connected and
quadratic. Let ! be the anti-involution of A determined by the following: !(i)= i for
i2, !(i)= i for i2m, !(i)= i for i2 n and !(i)= i for i2 l. This is indeed
well dened, by the relations given.
Let V be the k-space spanned by ij for (i; j)2m n, and V1 the k-subspace of V
spanned by k-combinations
P
i; j bijuij for u2 v. One can choose a subset T of m n
with jT j=mn − v such that fij + V1 j (i; j)2Tg is a basis of V=V1. Then A has a
basis consisting of the following:
i2; i and i for i2m; i and i for i2 n; i and i for i2 l; ij for (i; j)
2mm; ij for (i; j)2 n n; ij for (i; j)2 l l; ij and ji for (i; j)2 n l;
ij and ji for (i; j)2T ; ijs and sji for (i; j; s)2T  n; ijs and sji for
(i; j; s)2T  l; ijst for (i; j; t; s)2T T .
So one has A=A−A+. Consider the standard modules (i)=Ai=AA+1 i for i2,
then (x)=L(x); (y) has a basis consisting of y and i for i2m; and (z) has a
basis consisting of z; i for i2 l, i for i2 n and ij for (i; j)2T . Thus one has the
dimensional equality
dimk A= 3 + 2(l+ m+ n) + l2 + m2 + n2 + 2ln+ 2(mn− v) + 2n(mn− v)
+ 2l(mn− v) + (mn− v)2
= 1 + (1 + m)2 + (1 + l+ n+ mn− v)2
=
X
i2
(dimk (i))2:
This completes the proof.
2.5. For later use we need some notations. For a pair (i; j)2mm, from relations in
Lemma 2.4 one forms a n n matrix aij =(aijst), and then gets a mnmn symmet-
ric matrix M =(aij). Let Bv denote the mn v matrix (b1; : : : ; bv), where bu=(b11u;
: : : ; b1nu; : : : ; bm1u; : : : ; bmnu)t for u2 v, t means the transpose and v suggests the rank.
We denote the algebra in Lemma 2.4 together with the linear order fx<y<zg by
O(l; m; n;M; Bv), or briey, O(l; m; n), where l(m2 + n2) + mn 6=0:
By interchanging the positions of aijst and astij for (i; j)2mm and (s; t)2 n n
in M , one gets a symmetric matrix, denoted by PM . Since Bv is a mn v matrix with
rank v, one can nd a (mn− v)mn matrix (c1; : : : ; cmn−v)t of rank mn− v such that
cwbu=0 for w2mn− v and u2 v. Let cw =(c11w; : : : ; cn1w; : : : ; c1mw; : : : ; cnmw), then
X
i; j
cjiwbiju=0 for u2 v; w2mn− v: (1)
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Let LBv be the mn (mn− v) matrix (d1; : : : ; dmn−v) with dw =(c11w; : : : ; c1mw; : : : ; cn1w;
: : : ; cnmw)t for w2mn− v. Then rank(LBv)=mn− v.
2.6. Lemma. Let A be a connected algebra satisfying (D1){(D3) with weight poset
= fx<y<zg. Then there exist data l; m; n;M and Bv such that A ’ O(l; m; n;M; Bv);
in particular; A is quadratic.
Proof. Let ! be the anti-involution of A, then ! sends arrows from i to j to arrows
from j to i, where i; j2. So the number of arrows from i to j is equal to the
number of arrows from j to i. Since A is quasi-hereditary, the quiver of A contains
no loops, it follows that the quiver of A must be the one described in Lemma 2.4,
say . Let A= k=I , where I is an ideal in k generated by some k-combinations of
paths of length at least two. Since A=A−A+ and zA−A+z= hzi; zA−A+y= hi; i2 ni,
yA−A+z= hi; i2 ni, yA−A+y= hy; ij; (i; j)2 n ni (where h ; i denotes the k-
space spanned by elements inside), there exist a mnmn matrix M and a mn v
matrix Bv with rank v, where 05 v5mn, such that all relations in Lemma 2.4 are
contained in I . Since !(ij −
P
s; t aijstst)= ji −
P
s; t aijstts, one has aijst = ajits,
i.e. M is symmetric.
We claim that I is exactly the ideal generated by all relations in Lemma 2.4. Other-
wise, the dimension of A must be less than
P
i2 (dimk (i))
2, since bases of standard
modules (i) are still the ones in the proof of Lemma 2.4. This implies that A ’
O(l; m; n;M; Bv).
Summarizing Proposition 2.3 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 we have:
2.7. Theorem. Let A be a connected k-algebra with three simple modules. Then A
satises (D1){(D3) if and only if A is equivalent to some O(l; m; n;M; Bv) with l(m2+
n2) + mn 6=0. In particular; A is quadratic.
2.8. Corollary. (1) Let A be a connected algebra with weight poset = fx<y;
x<zg. Then (A;) satises (D1){(D3) if and only if A is equivalent to some O(l; m; 0)
with lm 6=0.
(2) Let A be a connected algebra with weight poset = fx<z; y<zg. Then (A;)
satises (D1){(D3) if and only if A is equivalent to some O(l; 0; n) with ln 6=0.
Proof. By duality it suces to prove (1). The necessity follows from Lemma 2.2 and
Proposition 2.3. By dropping the order y<z in the weight poset of O(l; m; 0), one
gets also an algebra satisfying (D1){(D3) with weight poset ; which has the same
standard modules and costandard modules with O(l; m; 0). This proves the suciency.
2.9. Remark. Let A be a basic connected algebra with weight poset = fx<yg. Then
(A;) is quasi-hereditary if and only if A is given by the quiver with s arrows i from
x to y, and t arrows j from y to x, with relations ij; (i; j)2 t s. Such an algebra
satises (D1){(D3) if and only if s= t.
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3. Representation types
3.1. Theorem. Let A be a connected algebra with three simples satisfying (D1){(D3).
Then
(i) A is representation-nite if and only if A is given by the quiver 
−! −


−! −


with one of the following relations:
O(0; 1; 1; 1; 0): ; − ;
O(0; 1; 1; ; 1): ; ; ; −  for 2f0; 1g:
(ii) A is of tame representation type if and only if A is one of the following:
O(0; 1; 1; 0; 0): 
−!
 −


−!
 −

 with relations ; ;
O(1; 1; 0): 
−!
 −


−!
 −

 with relations ; ; ; ;
O(1; 0; 1): 
−!
 −


−!
 −

 with relations ; :
(iii) A is of wild representation type if and only if A is not one of the cases in (i)
and (ii).
3.2. In order to prove the theorem, we need the following observation due to Ringel
[11, 12].
Let Q be the quiver with the set of vertices fa; a1; : : : ; as+tg, and the set of arrows
fi : ai! a; 1 i s; j : a! as+j; 1 j tg: Let   be a quiver which is a union of
Q and some quiver  0, which is not specied, such that Q and  0 intersect in precisely
the set fa1; : : : ; as+tg of vertices, but in no arrows (here we admit that some of ai co-
incide). Consider the quiver  obtained as follows: replace the vertex a in   by two
distinct vertices a0 and a00, and keep all others xed (of course, i in   is replaced by
i : ai! a00, and j is replaced by j : a0! as+j. Note that  has also the subquiver  0).
Consider the functor  : k-mod! k -mod, which associates to a representation
V =(Vi; ’) of  the representation W of   with W j 0 =V j 0 and Wa=Va0  Va00
and correspondingly forming direct sums of the given linear transformations.
Lemma. Let A= k =hij; (i; j)2 s ti. Then the functor  above induces a
bijection between the set of indecomposable k-representations V and the set of
indecomposable A-representations W; where both V and W are nonzero at atleast
one of the vertices ai.
Proof. Assume that W is indecomposable in A-mod. Then W ja=X  Y , where Y is
the sum of all images of the maps i for i2 s. Let V 2 k-mod: V j 0 =W j 0 , V ja0 =X
and V ja00 =Y , then W =(V ). The rest is easily seen.
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Remark. If A is given by the quiver   above with relations ij for (i; j)2
s t, and some other relations (not only in  0, even if i and j are involved), then
the corresponding assertion is also true (just reserve the corresponding relations
for ).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We divide the proof into several steps.
(1) By Theorem 1 in [6] one gets (i).
(2) If at least one of l; m; n is not less than 2, then O(l; m; n) is of wild representation
type, since it has a quotient algebra k(   ) or k(   ).
(3) O(1; 1; 0) is of tame representation type, since it is a string algebra in the sense
of [3] and not representation-nite.
(4) O(1; 0; 1) is of tame representation type. In fact, it follows from Lemma 2 in [11,
p. 153] that O(1; 0; 1) has the same representation type with the algebra k


−! −


#

#


=I ,
where I is the ideal generated by ; again using that lemma, one sees that it has the
same representation type with the tame quiver ~D4.
(5) Consider A=O(0; 1; 1; ; ) for ; 2 k. If  6=0, then A=O(0; 1; 1; ; 1) since
one can normalize the relation such that 2f0; 1g. If =0 and  6=0, then again
normalizing the relation one gets A=O(0; 1; 1; 1; 0). Finally, by Lemma 2 in [11,
p. 153] one sees that O(0; 1; 1; 0; 0) has the same representation type with the tame
quiver ~D4.
(6) It remains to check that algebra A of form O(1; 1; 1; ; ) is of wild representation
type. Consider the algebra A0=A=I , where I is the ideal generated by  (with the
notation in Lemma 2.4). By applying the Remark in 3.2 (just taking the vertex x as
the vertex a in 3.2) one nds that A0 has the same representation type with the algebra
B given by the following quiver with relations ; ; ;  for ; 2f0; 1g:
Note that B has a quotient algebra B=h; iB; which is of wild representation type.
This completes the proof.
4. O algebras with three simples
4.1. Theorem. Keep notations in 2.5. Then
O(l; m; n;M; Bv)! =O(l; n; m;−PM ; LBv):
In particular; O(l; m; 0)! =O(l; 0; m).
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Proof. Write O(l; m; n;M; Bv) with weight poset = fx<y<zg as a quotient of a ten-
sor algebra: let V be the k-space spanned by all arrows of the quiver of O(l; m; n;M; Bv),
A0 the semisimple subalgebra generated by x; y; z;W the k-space spanned by all rela-
tions listed in Lemma 2.4, then O(l; m; n;M; Bv)=TA0 (V )=hW i, where hW i denotes the
ideal generated by W in TA0 (V ), the tensor algebra of V over A0. From the dual space
V , by , denotes the element of the dual basis of V corresponding to . Let U be
the k-subspace of V  ⊗A0 V  spanned by the following elements:
i ⊗ j for (i; j)2mm; i ⊗ j for (i; j)2 l l;
i ⊗ j and j ⊗ i for (i; j)2 l n;
i ⊗ j +
P
s; t astij

s ⊗ t for (i; j)2 n n;
2(mn− v) linearly independent k-combinations Pi; j cijwi ⊗ j and Pi; j cijwj ⊗ i
for (i; j)2 nm, where w2 (mn− v), and cijw is in the sense of 2.5.
Using the equality (1) in 2.5 and making direct calculations one nds that f(r)= 0
for all f2U and r 2W . Since dimkW + dimkU =dimk(V ⊗A0V ), one has U =W?,
where W? := ff2V ⊗V =f(W )= 0g (here we identify V ⊗V  with (V ⊗V )),
this proves that O(l; m; n;M; Bv)! :=TA0 (V
)=hW?i’O(l; n; m;−PM ; LBv) with weight
poset op= fz<y<xg.
Now we can give a classication of O algebras with three simples:
4.2. Theorem. Let A be a connected algebra with three simples. Then A is an O
algebra if and only if A is isomorphic to some O(l; m; n;M; LBv) with l(m
2 + n2) +
mn 6=0.
Proof. By Theorems 2.7, 4.1 and the denition of O algebra, it suces to prove
that O(l; m; n;M; Bv) is a Koszul algebra. Let A=O(l; m; n;M; Bv) with weight poset
= fx<y<zg. Using Proposition 2.15 in [8], we only need to verify that the complex
K((i)t ; !(j)) of graded vector spaces is acyclic for i 6= j in .
Keep notations in Lemma 2.4. Then grounded k-spaces of (i) and !(j) are as
follows:
(x)= hxi; (y)= hy; i for i2mi; (z)= hz; i for i2 l; i for i2 n; ij for (i; j)2
m ni; !(x)= hx; i for i2 l; i for i2m; i j for (i; j)2 nmi; !(y)= hy; i for
i2 ni; !(z)= hzi:
Note that A and A! are graded algebra with respect to lengths of paths; and standard
modules are graded modules in the natural way. Since !(i)p=0 for p>2; i2,
where !(i)p denotes the pth homogeneous component of !(i) as a graded A!-module,
it suces to prove that the following complex is acyclic for i 6= j in :
0!K((i)t ; !(j))−2 @−!K((i)t ; !(j))−1 @−!K((i)t ; !(j))0! 0;
i.e.
0!(i)t ⊗ (!(j)t2) @−! (i)t ⊗ (!(j)t1) @−! (i)t ⊗ j! 0;
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where the tensor product is over A0, the semisimple subalgebra of A generated by x; y; z.
Writing this graded complex in terms of the homogeneous components and noting that
i⊗ j=0=(i)t2⊗ (!(j)t2) for i 6= j, it reduces to check the following isomorphisms
under @ for i 6= j
(i)t1⊗ (!(j)t2)’(i)t2⊗ (!(j)t1); i⊗ (!(j)t1)’(i)t1⊗ j
and the exactness of the following complex for i 6= j:
0! i⊗ (!(j)t2) @−! (i)t1⊗ (!(j)t1) @−! (i)t2⊗ j! 0:
We make the verication for i= z; j= x in the above complex, the rest can be done
by direct calculations. Let (hi j it) denote the k-space (!(x)t2), and by ((i j )t)
denote the corresponding element in it, using grounded spaces of (i) and !(j) listed
above and the operation of t and , then the complex above reads
0! z⊗ (hi j it) @−! hi; jit ⊗ (hi ; j it) @−! hijit ⊗ x! 0
or
0! (hi j it) @−! hiit ⊗ (hj it) @−! hijit! 0; (2)
where @((i 

j )
t)= ti ⊗ ((j )t); @(ti ⊗ ((j )t))= (ji)t for (i; j)2 nm.
Note that the rst @ is injective and the second one is surjective; and the dimension
equality
dimk(hi j it) + dimkhijit = v+ (mn− v)=dimkhiit ⊗ (hj it):
From this it follows that (2) must be exact. This completes the proof.
4.3. Remark. (1) Let = fx<yg. Then (A;) is an O algebra if and only if A satises
(D1){(D3).
(2) Let (A;) be an O algebra with jj  3. Assume that 0= fxi; i=1; 2; 3g is a
coideal of  (i.e. if y2; y xi, then y20). Then by Dyer [8, Proposition 2.13]
and Theorem 4.2, eAe is equivalent to some O(l; m; n), where e= x1 + x2 + x3.
4.4. Proposition. Assume that A is a Koszul algebra. Then the global dimension of
A is equal to the Loewy length of the quadratic dual A!.
Proof. Since A is Koszul, there is an isomorphism (A!)op’ExtA(L; L) of graded
k-algebra, where ExtA denotes the Yoneda Ext-algebra in ungraded A-modules, L is
the direct sum of all non-isomorphic simple A-modules, (see [1]). Let A! =
L
i0 A
!
i
as graded algebra, then radm A! =
L
im A
!
i for m 1, and A!i ’Ext iA(L; L) as k-space
for i 0, from this the assertion follows.
From Theorem 4.1 one can see the Loewy length of O(l; m; n)!, so we have
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4.5. Corollary. Let l; m; n be non-negative integers such that l(m2 + n2) + mn 6=0.
Then
gl dimO(l; m; n)=

4; mn 6=0;
2; mn=0:
5. Kazhdan{Lusztig{Vogan polynomials
5.1. For denitions and existence criteria for an exact Borel subalgebra and a
-subalgebra of a quasi-hereditary algebra we refer the reader to [10]. Since we con-
sider basic algebra, both notations of exact Borel (−, resp.) and strong exact Borel
(strong −, resp.) subalgebras coincide.
Let A= k=I , with weight poset , satisfy the conditions (D1){(D3). We keep
notions in 1.2, i.e. let A1 be the k-space of A spanned by arrows of , A the subalgebra
of A generated by the union [A1 , where A+1 =
P
y>x yA1x and A
−
1 =
P
y<x yA1x.
In this case, if B is an exact Borel subalgebra of A, then !(B) is a -subalgebra of
A, where ! is the anti-involution of A. The following gives a sucient condition for
the existence for an exact Borel subalgebra of A.
Proposition. Keep notions above. Then A+ is an exact Borel subalgebra of A if and
only if iA+ \ iA−1 A=0 for every i2.
Proof. It is clear that A+ is directed, i.e. the usual quiver of B :=A+ has no oriented
cycles. By Theorem A in [10] it suces to verify that the given condition is equivalent
to the following: for each weight i2, the restriction from A-modules to B-modules
gives an isomorphism of B-modules: rA(i)’rB(i). Since A+ is directed, the costandard
module rB(i) is just the indecomposable injective B-module D(iB)=D(iA+), where D
is the dual functor Homk( ; k). By denition one has rA(i)=D(iA=iA−1 A). Note that
iA= iA−A+ = iA+ + iA−1 A
−A+ = iA+ + iA−1 A, and rA(i)’D(iA+=iA+ \ iA−1 A). From
this one sees the assertion.
5.2. Corollary. Let A=O(l; m; n). Then A+ and A− are an exact Borel subalgebra
and a -subalgebra of A; respectively.
5.3. Let (A;) be quasi-hereditary. Given yw in , the Kazhdan{Lusztig{Vogan
polynomial associated with y and w (see [9]) is
Py;w(q)=
X
i
(−1)d(y;w)−i dimk Ext iA((y); L(w))q(d(y;w)−i)=2;
where d(y; w) is the maximum of the non-negative integer n such that there is a
sequence y=y0<y1<   <yn=w in . The following proposition was given in [9]
in case A is a BGG algebra, since BGG-reciprocity holds for any quasi-hereditary
algebra ([8, Lemma 2.5]), we also have
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Proposition. Let (A;) be quasi-hereditary; y; w2. Then
(i) Pw;w(q)= 1;
(ii) If y<w; then Py;w(1)= (−1)d(y;w)[L(w) :(y)]; where [L(w) :(y)] is the (y)-
coecient of L(w) in Gr(A).
5.4. Proposition. Let A=O(l; m; n;M; Bv) with weight poset = fx<y<zg. Then
Px;y(q)=m; Py; z(q)= n; Px; z(q)=−lq1=2 + v:
Proof. We only compute Px; z(q), the rest is easy. By 5.2(ii) B :=A+ is an exact Borel
subalgebra of A, so one has Ext iA((x); L(z))=Ext
i
A(A⊗B L(x); L(z))’ExtiB(L(x); L(z)).
It is clear that radPB(x)=P(z)lN , where N is spanned by i for i2m and ji for
(i; j)2T (we keep notations in Lemma 2.4). Let = fi2m=ji=0 in A; 8j2 ng,
and jj= t. Then N =L(y)t  (Li2m− Ni), where Ni is the B-module Bi. Denote
by ni the dimension of the k-space hji;8j2 ni, then we have the exact sequence for
each i2m−
0!L(z)ni!Ni!L(y)! 0: (3)
Since L(z)=PB(z) and pdBL(y)= 1, one has pdBL(x)= 2. Applying HomB( ; L(z))
to the exact sequence
0!PB(z)lN!P(x)!L(x)! 0;
one gets
HomB(PB(z)lN; L(z))=Ext1B(L(x); L(z))’ kl;
Ext1B(N; L(z))=Ext
2
B(L(x); L(z)):
From the rst equality above one sees HomB(N; L(z))= 0, using this and applying
HomB( ; L(z)) to (3) one nds Ext1B(Ni; L(z))’ kn−ni . Thus,
Ext2B(L(x); L(z))’Ext1B(L(y)t ; L(z))
0
@ M
i2m−
Ext1B(Ni; L(z))
1
A ;
so
dimExt2B(L(x); L(z))= nt + n(m− t)−
X
i2m−
ni= nm− (mn− v)= v;
it follows that
Px; z(q) =−dimk Ext1A((x); L(z))q1=2 + dimk Ext2A((x); L(z))
=−dimk Ext1B(L(x); L(z))q1=2 + dimk Ext2B(L(x); L(z))
=−lq1=2 + v:
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6. The Ringel duals
6.1. We have the following simple observation from the denition of the characteristic
module:
Lemma. Let (A;) and (A;0) be equivalent as quasi-hereditary algebras. Then they
have the same characteristic module.
6.2. Let A be an algebra of the form O(m; 0; n) for mn 6=0. We want to determine
the characteristic A-module. By Lemma 6.1 we may assume that the weight poset
= fx<z; y<zg (keep notations in 2.4). Then
radP(x)=P(z)m; radP(y)=P(z)n; rad P(z)=L(x)mL(y)n:
Let T =T (x)T (y)T (z) be the characteristic module of A. Since both x; y are mini-
mal in , one has T (x)=(x)=L(x), T (y)=(y)=L(y); we need to determine T (z).
By applying HomA( ; P(z)) to the exact sequence 0!P(z)m!P(x)!L(x)! 0 one
gets dimk Ext1A(L(x); P(z))=m; similarly, dimk Ext
1
A(L(y); P(z))= n. Let ei for i2m
and j for j2 n be bases of Ext1A(L(x); P(z)) and Ext1A(L(y); P(z)), respectively. By
making the push-out of the exact sequence (
Lm
i=1 ei) (
Ln
j=1 j) along the diagonal
map P(z)m+n!P(z) which sends (x1; : : : ; xm+n) to x1 +    + xm+n, one obtains the
exact sequence
0!P(z)!Cz!L(x)mL(y)n! 0:
We call this push-out the universal sequence.
Applying HomA(L(x)L(y); ) to the universal sequence one has
HomA(L(x)L(y); L(x)mL(y)n)! Ext1A(L(x)L(y); P(z))
! Ext1A(L(x)L(y); Cz)! 0;
the rst map is surjective by the construction of the universal sequence, it follows that
Ext1A(L(x)L(y); Cz)= 0. This means that Cz 2 (F()\Y())= (F()\F(r)).
We claim that T (z)=Cz. In fact, Cz 2 addT; Cz is of the form L(x)aL(y)bT (z)c
with a; b 0, c 1. Since HomA((z); Cz)=HomA((z); T (z)c)’End(z)= k, one
has c=1. From the universal sequence one gets the exact sequence 0!P(z)!T (z)!
L(x)m−aL(y)n−b! 0, then one has a surjection HomA(L(x); L(x)m−aL(y)n−b)!
Ext1A(L(x); P(z))! 0, comparing dimensions one gets that a=0= b. This proves
T (z)=Cz.
The same arguments can be applied to O(m; n; 0). This proves the following:
Proposition. (1) Let A be an algebra of the form O(m; n; 0). Then the characteristic
A-module T =L(x)T (y)T (z); where T (y) and T (z) are given by the following
universal sequences:
0!P(y)!T (y)!L(x)n! 0;
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0!P(z)!T (z)!L(x)m! 0:
(2) Let A be an algebra of the form O(m; 0; n). Then the characteristic A-module
T =L(x)L(y)T (z); where T (z) is given by the universal sequence
0!P(z) −! T (z) (1 ; 2)−! L(x)mL(y)n! 0: (4)
6.3. Theorem. RO(m; n; 0)=O(m; 0; n); RO(m; 0; n)=O(m; n; 0); where R denotes the
Ringel dual.
Proof. It suces to prove the second equality above. Let A=O(m; 0; n) with weight
poset = fx<z; y<zg, and B :=RO(m; 0; n)=EndA T , where T =L(x)L(y)T (z)
is the characteristic A-module. Denote by PB(i) the indecomposable projective B-module
corresponding to T (i) for i2. Then by using tilting equivalence one sees
HomB(PB(x); PB(y))= 0=HomB(PB(y); PB(x)):
Applying some suitable functors to (4) one nds
dimk HomB(PB(x); PB(z))=m=dimk HomB(PB(z); PB(x));
dimk HomB(PB(y); PB(z))= n=dimk HomB(PB(z); PB(y)):
Since radPA(z)=L(x)mL(y)n, one gets m canonical injections i :L(x) ,! radPA(z)
,!PA(z) −! T (z) and n canonical injections 0i from L(y) to T (z), where i2 n. Then
the corresponding maps in HomB(PB(x); PB(z)) induced by i for i2 n form a base
of HomB(PB(x); PB(z)), by construction it is clearly a base of IrrB-proj(PB(x); PB(z))=
radB-proj(PB(x); PB(z))=rad2B-proj(PB(x); PB(z)). Similarly, one gets a basis of
IrrB-proj(PB(y); PB(z)). Dually, by using canonical projections i :T (z)
1−! L(x)m pi−!
L(x) and 0j :T (z)
2−! L(y)n pj−! L(y) for i2m and j2 n, one gets the corresponding
bases of IrrB-proj(PB(z); PB(x)) and IrrB-proj(PB(z); PB(y)). It follows that the quiver
of B must be the one of O(m; n; 0) (note that B has no loop since B is quasi-
hereditary). Since ij =0 for (i; j)2mm; 0i0j =0 for (i; j)2 n n; i0j =0= 0ji
for (i; j)2m n; and note that there are no other relations, B is of the form O(m; n; 0)
with weight poset op= fz<x; z<yg. This completes the proof.
We point out that the Ringel dual of an algebra of the form O(l; m; n) with mn 6=0
is not necessarily an O algebra, even if l=0. The following example also shows that
the Ringel dual of an O algebra may not be quadratic.
Example. Let A=O(0; 1; 1; 0; 1), i.e. A is given by the quiver
x 
−!
 −

y 
−!
 −

 z;
with relations ; ; ; . Then the characteristic module of (A;) with =
fx<y<zg is T =T (1)T (2)T (3) with T (1)= S(x); T (2)=P(x); T (3)= −1P(z),
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where  is the Auslander{Reiten translate. By the Auslander{Reiten quiver of A one
sees that the Ringel dual of A is given by the quiver
1 
−!
 −

3 
a−!
 −

2;
with relations ; ; ; ; , where the vertex i corresponds to T (i). This is a
quasi-hereditary algebra with weight poset f3<2<1g, with
P(3)= 1
3
2
3
; P(2)=
2
3
1
; P(1)=
1
3
2
; (3)= S(3); (2)=
2
3
;
(1)=P(1):
Since it is not quadratic, it is not an O algebra.
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